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Brian Brooks has been a regular at the Joyce Theater lately, performing last week with Wendy 
Whelan in “Restless Creature,” for which he was one of four choreographers, and this week with 
his Brian Brooks Moving Company. Watching his fine dancers in a program of five short works, 
which opened on Tuesday, you can see why Ms. Whelan, looking to break out of ballet’s 
verticality, would gravitate toward Mr. Brooks. He treats the body as an axis that’s never 
upright, or only upright on its way from one incline to another. The body’s momentum, whipped 
up by a brisk calligraphy of the limbs, keeps the axis swaying off-center. 

“Division” (2014), a New York premiere, primed the mind for considering lines and planes. To 
the baseline challenge of his dizzyingly dense phrases, Mr. Brooks adds the task of maneuvering 
sheets of balsa wood, one for each of the piece’s six performers. First sliding these along the 
floor at right angles, to the faint slicing noises in Jerome Begin’s score, the dancers unpacked 
their possibilities: A gentle swipe could propel or deflect a partner’s reach; two edges conjoined 
could corner a body. Opposites jostled: the flatness of the boards with the roundness of the 
movement; the boards’ apparent heft with their actual lightness, as they collapsed silently to the 
ground. 

With or without props, Mr. Brooks plays with the properties of weight. In “Sudden Lift,” a world 
premiere costumed in Karen Young’s shimmering tunics and shorts, the comings and goings of 
eight dancers seemed to ride atop an undulating wave, cycles upon cycles of resisting and 
yielding to gravity. (Marielis Garcia approached this with eye-catching bite.) “Torrent,” created 
in 2013 for Juilliard Dance and reconstructed here with a smaller cast, is similarly windswept. 

The coiling fullness of Mr. Brooks’s choreography, brimming with detail, frequently mesmerizes; 
you wonder how the dancers keep up. Yet a sameness of rhythm and mood also creeps in, a 
result in part of consistently dim lighting and Mr. Brooks’s preference for music with repeating 
structures. 

There are more vital tensions in the detail itself, like the staccato quality achieved in “Motor,” a 
deconstruction of running danced by the choreographer and Matthew Albert. Mr. Brooks also 
performed in “Retrograde,” a new solo in which — true to character, it seems — he never slows 
down, a flickering filament in an expanding pool of light. 

The Brian Brooks Moving Company performs through Thursday at the Joyce Theater, 175 
Eighth Avenue, at 19th Street, Chelsea; 212-242-0800, joyce.org. 

 

 

http://www.nytimes.com/pages/arts/dance/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBQTTBZ7hWE
http://www.brianbrooksmovingcompany.com/

